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New product line makes it easy to use electrostatics to spray waterborne material

MINNEAPOLIS--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jun. 9, 2020--

Graco Inc. (NYSE:GGG), a leading manufacturer of fluid handling equipment, announces the release of the HydroShield® Waterborne System. The
new, operator-friendly finishing system gives manufacturers more reason to switch from conventional to electrostatic technology to spray waterborne
material.

The HydroShield batch system, the first installment of the developing product line, gives operators the control to use Pro Xp™ WB air spray and
air-assist electrostatic spray guns to spray waterborne material. The batch isolation system benefits industrial finishing operations in these ways:

Refill without system shutdown: When the painter releases the spray gun trigger, the internal isolation pump refills itself
from a supply source, improving productivity.
Built-in safety: The automatic refill feature reduces the need to open the isolation cabinet. Reduced operator interaction
means a safer workplace.
Unique operator control: The controller interface allows users to select spray functions, stay informed of system status,
and set a maintenance schedule.
Better transfer efficiency: Using electrostatics to spray waterborne material means more paint lands on each part,
compared to conventional spraying.
Market-proven components: Comprised of Pro Xp WB guns, isolation pump, controller interface and other parts used in
the marketplace for years, the HydroShield system brings Graco durability into one system.

“We designed the HydroShield system with the operator in mind,” said Wendy Hartley, Graco Product Marketing Manager for the Industrial Products
Division. “The controller keeps the operator informed of the system status and provides process control, which makes spraying high quality parts
easy.”

For more information about Graco’s newest solution for electrostatically spraying waterborne material, contact your local Graco Finishing Distributor or
visit www.graco.com/hydroshield.

ABOUT GRACO
Graco Inc. supplies technology and expertise for the management of fluids and coatings in both industrial and commercial applications. It designs,
manufactures and markets systems and equipment to move, measure, control, dispense and spray fluid and powder materials. A recognized leader in
its specialties, Minneapolis-based Graco serves customers around the world in the manufacturing, processing, construction and maintenance
industries. For additional information about Graco Inc., please visit us at www.graco.com.
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